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Parting Words………
(From the editor)
Shekesphere said, “Parting is such a sweet sorrow”….. really? I don‟t think so. It has been such a beautiful
time here in the environs of PPS that it is almost impossible to put across departure as sweet.
It is always really difficult to part with something you have spent so much time with, for me, for us, for our
batch, it will be a totally different experience going through this. In this little world of ours, we played, we
learned, we made mistakes, we corrected them, we danced, we jumped and now suddenly, poof! The hammer
of reality is about to strike us right in the head. Are we ready? Of course, we are. Personally for me my
joining the school in 2013 was a watershed event in my life as after that I‟ve only grown to become better
and better in every way, I learnt manners, I learnt to be physically fit, I learnt chivalry, I learnt truck loads of
things and tried to return the favor to the school in every possible way (I still owe a lot to this institution).
Being a part of this newsletter was again a learning experience which puffed me with leadership skills.
Eagle‟s Eyrie is also special for me as it is an initiative which took shape only because of its mentor‟s efforts
and some students which included me as well. The special issues during J.K.Kate and The Founder‟s were
the outcome of great hard work by the team. The interviews were fun, the write ups were witty and all this
because of the tough grind of the mentor as well as the students.
I want to thank and acknowledge each and every single soul in the vicinity of the campus for doing what they
are doing, right from the top to the very bottom of the heirarchy. As they say, every ending has a new
beginning and the baton has to be passed on, this is the editor signing off, so long.
Vansh Dhama
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IN RUBARU WITH
MR. MOHIT JOSHI
Q. How is it that you‟re always smiling and joking?
A. I feel that life is not a CD player, we should not repeat the same things over and over again. Life should
be like a Radio, every time something different. I just stick to this philosophy and I am this way.
Q. You‟re an open book but is there something that no one knows about you?
A. Umm….Yes I like travelling, I want to tour the whole world someday.
Q. If not a teacher what would have been your profession?
A. I always wanted to become a Doctor.
Q. Your comments on the title bestowed upon you in the teachers day edition.
A. „Jolly Maskara‟ right? I felt really happy and I acknowledged the title, I am not bragging about myself
but I think the title is because of my Radio and CD player Philosophy.
Q. The fondest memory of your life at PPS till date?
A. It was when I was commissioned as the ANO, NCC in 2008 after a memorable training at The Southern
Naval Command, Cochin.
Q. What‟s special about our batch (ISC 2017)?
A. “ Chhota Parivaar, Sukhi Parivaar.” I would say.
Rapid FireFavourite Song- Musafir hoo yaaro
Favourite Food- Beans Paneer
Eagle‟s Eyrie- What‟s That? (laughs) just joking, A Ready Reckoner.
Demonetisation- Turned 90% of the Indians into PhDs in Finance and Monetary Economics. Everyone‟s
talking about it yaar.
“ I really want to wish the outgoing class XII best of luck for their lives and I want to tell them that I love
them all.
There‟s a lot of difference between love and like, if you like a flower you will pluck it but if you love a
flower you will water it. I again say, I LOVE YOU ALL BACHHO! ”
Vansh Dhama and Rath Karanveer

To all the Cheerful Canines.....!
Reading the heart-touching story of a dog named Malu, who followed a pilgrim for 600 km journey, I
couldn‟t refrain myself from writing and dedicating this blog about my ever growing love for canines. My
love for dogs know no boundaries, as it‟s simply not restricted to the Dachsunds, Beagles, Poms or
Germans.... rather it is an extra mile for my mongrels and stray dogs who fill the vacuum with their aura of
friendliness.
The eagerness with which they greet you is unparallel to any species in the world. The contentment of purely
feeding them with small morsels of food can‟t be put across in any words. Their wet nose, the marks left by
their paws, their furry tails give me sheer joy and I am convinced that these four legged species need us more
than our fellow species (humans) need us.
I am quite sure that dogs are better role models for us rather than we, the humans setting examples for each
other. Don‟t they love us unconditional and selfless, which is unlike of human beings. Canines don‟t expect
anything in return. They forgive and forget their masters even if they have been left alone for long time,
unattended. We, humans take pride in holding grudges against each other and eventually become retaliating
in nature. Canines spread love, warmth, loyalty everywhere. Dog lovers will agree with me. (Non-dog lovers
must check out those puppy eyes oozing with love).
Animals have a more and strong sense of belongingness in their eyes. Observing them takes away your
exhaustion at the end of the day. My dear dogs cannot speak, yet they have the most powerful expressive
eyes. Any idea of what they wish to convey ??? Well...I have been able to make out that all they ask us to do
is to spread love and be kind and humane......
We may be educated but truly lack the values of being a good human being. Observe these beautiful
creatures around us for few moments and you will understand that there is somebody who needs you.
(Anonymous)
Birthday Bells…..
The student community wishes a very Happy birthday to….
Mrs Mandeep Sharma- Jan 16
Mr Rajbinder Singh Panag- Jan 19
Mr Pankaj Kumar Sen- Jan 19
Mr Vasu (Badminton Coach)- Jan 24

From the Artist’s Arena….

